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Abstract

Social networking is now a very widely adopted and highly
pervasive communication medium, especially among
younger people. However, while offering exceptional op-
portunities to share and interact these media also intro-
duce the risk of transactions with individuals who delib-
erately conceal their identity or, importantly, can easily
misrepresent their personal characteristics. This paper
introduces an approach to addressing such risks by using
a form of biometric data accessible from routine interac-
tion mechanisms to predict important user characteristics,
thereby directly increasing trust and reliability with re-
spect to the claims made to message receivers by those
who communicate with them.

1 Introduction

Online social networks (such as Facebook, MySpace and

Orkut), which once were intended to serve a small and
specialised community only (e.g university students), are
now powerful online tools connecting and sharing informa-
tion among a large and diverse body of people and groups
([29], [18] and [5]). It is the reach, power and anonymity
of such media which is both what provides their attraction
but also which also creates opportunities for exploitation
and endangerment of a subset of users. Some interesting
facts about online social networks [31] include the follow-
ing:

• 61% of 13-17 year old teenagers have a personal pro-
file on social networking sites.

• 44% of teenagers with profiles have been contacted
by a stranger, compared with 16% of those who do
not have a profile.

• 50% of people who use social networks access it every
day.

• The average Facebook user, as an example, has 130
friends.

• Social network websites host over 900 million ob-
jects, such as pages, groups, community pages, and
events, with which users can engage.

• The average person with a profile is linked in with
80 groups, community pages, and events.

• More than 30 billion pieces of content are created
each month.

• Only 3% of teenagers reported being contacted by a
stranger online to an adult.

• Each week, MySpace deletes 25000 profiles for people
who do not meet the 14-year-old age requirement.

• Between 2007 and 2009, MySpace deleted 90000 ac-
counts that belonged to registered sex offenders.

As it is clear from such statistics, young people espe-
cially can put themselves in potentially dangerous situ-
ations as social network users, where they run the risk
of coming into contact, for example, with child predators
who trawl social networking sites ([30] and [16]).

Approaches to alleviating such problems can, however,
be found, such as software which captures and stores all
keystroke activity 1, 2, but such approaches have the dis-
advantage that they depend on an adult or a responsible
individual subsequently analysing the data.

We propose an alternative and potentially much more
powerful approach, which is to detect and interpret more
information about the person generating incoming data
based entirely on data which can be extracted form avail-
able patterns of activity. Specifically, we investigate
the use of information available from the captured input
stream (keyboard activity at the sender) to identify the
user at the sending end or, more likely, to predict relevant
characteristics of the sender short of full identification but
nevertheless relevant to an assessment of the risk involved
in engaging with that sender.

In order to do this we use the concepts of keystroke dy-
namics (extracting information about the nature and pat-
tern of keyboard activity from the user) as a biometric in-
formation carrier. While other biometric modalities could

1Keystroke Spy (http://www.keystrokespysoftware.com/)
2SPECTOR PRO (http://www.spectorsoft.com/)



Paper Technique Enrolment word Users FAR FRR Forgeries?

[14] KNN with Mahalanobis User name and 4-number-PIN 33 0.17% 13.30% No
[3] Probabilistic Bayes User and uni name 22 0.50% 3.10% No
[4] Kohonen and MLP User name 46 4.20% 4.20% Yes
[22] KNN phrases N/A 15.40% 15.40% No
[2] 1-NN simple distance Fixed text of 683 char 44 0.01% 4.00% No
[26] Rough set theory Pass-phrase 100 0.00% 0.00% No
[23] Hidden Markov Models Four fixed words 47 12.70% 12.70% No
[6] Degree of Disorder User name 18 1.90% 23.91% No
[13] Hidden Markov Models User name and password 58 2.54% 2.45% No
[27] Probabilistic neural networks Login Id/password 50 3.90% 3.90% Yes
[19] Extended p-norm Password 16 0.79% 1.60% Yes
[32] Markov and fuzzy N/A 40 8.60% 8.60% No
[28] Vote Texts 37 24.22% 24.22% No
[15] KNN with hybrid-score Password 46 0.58% - Yes
[12] Artificial rhythms Password 25 1.50% 1.50% Yes
[10] SVM Greyc Laboratory 133 6.96% 6.96% No
[21] KNN (mobile application) Six passwords 40 14% 14% No

Table 1. Relevant literature related to identity prediction based on keystroke dynamics

be employed, and perhaps with greater accuracy, most are
clearly less suitable, either because they require the obvi-
ous cooperation of the user and/or additional equipment
or operational overhead (for example, providing a finger-
print sample), or because they are easily circumvented
(e,g, voice characteristics).

While highest security is likely to be achieved if full
user identification is possible, this is a scenario likely to be
unrealistic in practice, but the principle can still be used to
predict properties of the user relevant to this application,
and keyboard dynamics provide a means of exploiting in-
formation available automatically from most interaction
events.

2 State of the art

Keystroke dynamics (also known as keyboard dynam-
ics) is the study of the unique timing patterns embed-
ded in an individual’s typing and most often developed
in a way characteristic of that individual, hence the use
of keyboard dynamics as a biometrics-based identification
modality. Processing of such data typically includes ex-
tracting keystroke timing features such as the duration of
a key press and the time elapsed between successive key
presses [9].

Keystroke-based user identification compares current
user activity against stored samples of similar activity usu-
ally captured during enrolment (known also as a user pro-
file) ([22] and [2]). Most applications aim at detecting sig-
nificant differences in computer use in order to reduce in-
appropriate user authorisations to access and change valu-
able data, depending on the degree of certainty of negative
identification ([23] and [27]).

Keystroke-related data can be collected without the
aid of special tools or additional hardware but, neverthe-

less, user authentication through keystroke characteristics
remains a difficult task because, as with all behavioural
biometrics, typing dynamics are prone to a higher degree
of variability than physiological biometrics, even without
considering the psychological and physiological state of
the individual under observation. Thus, the variability
between two immediately consecutive samples can occur
even if the subject providing the samples strives to main-
tain a uniform way of typing ([7], [15], [12] and [10]).

Physiological characteristics tend to be more robust in
this respect, although some modalities such as voice pat-
terns and handwriting generally offer a manageable level
of uniformity. On the other hand, in the act of typing on
a keyboard, it is very challenging to maintain significant
control over, for example, the number of milliseconds for
which a key is depressed.

The main features typically used for user verifica-
tion/identification based on their keystroke dynamics are:

• Latency between consecutive keystroke and

• Duration of the keystroke (hold time)

Most keystroke-based authentication systems use
fixed-text models, in the sense that they use exactly the
same static piece of text for authentication as was used
during model construction. There have been fewer ap-
proaches that use models based on free text (text that is
not prescribed to the user), and unsurprisingly these do
not perform as well as fixed-text models. The length of
the required training text varies between different stud-
ies; some require a few words or full pages of text, which
can create better-performing models. Table 1 briefly sum-
marises relevant details of some of the principal studies
reported in the literature.



Figure 1. Results for the keystroke database performing identity prediction

3 Case study

In this paper we report an initial case study which con-
siders different strategies for the deployment of keyboard
dynamics in seeking to provide information to message
recipients about the message sender. We will show some
results which demonstrate how optimal configurations can
already provide encouraging levels of performance, point-
ing to the desirability of developing this approach as a
means of establishing practical tools to improve trust and
confidence in social network transactions.

Our initial investigation is based on the largest pub-
licly available keystroke dynamics database: the GREYC-
Keystroke [11]. This dataset contains samples collected
from 133 individuals who were asked to type between 5
and 107 times the password ”greyc laboratory” over a
period of three months. There are 7555 available cap-
tures, and the average number of acquisitions per user
is 51 with 100 users providing more than 60 templates.
Most of the individuals participated in at least 5 sessions.
The extracted data features stored in the database are
the timing differences between two events of the following
categories: press/press, release/release, press/release and
release/press.

Since one aim of our work (see below) is to investigate
the prediction of user gender from the keystroke data, we
have also used the gender information which is available
in this database. There are 98 male and 35 female users in

the GREYC-keystroke database. Within the constraints
of the available data, we will consider two scenarios in our
practical study, and then discuss the implications of the
results reported.

As we wish in this preliminary study to principally to
demonstrate the potential of our application, we have se-
lected three very simple classifiers (K-Nearest Neighbours
(KNN) [1], Decision Trees [25] and Naive Bayesian Learn-
ing (Naive Bayes) [8]) and also explored classifier com-
bination using three well-known fusion techniques (Dy-
namic Classifier Selection based on local accuracy class
(DCS-LA) [33], Majority Voting and Sum [17]. A 10-fold-
cross-validation method [20] was used to evaluate classifier
performance.

3.1 Predicting identity from keystroke data

We first consider a scenario in which we aim to predict
individual identity from the keystroke data, constituting
a typical biometrics-based authentication task.

Figure 1 presents the results of our experiments in the
form of error rates (alternatively accuracy (= 100% - er-
ror rate) can be considered) using the GREYC-Keystroke
database with a selection of individual classifiers as well
as using multiclassifier approaches based on a number of
fusion techniques in order to perform identity prediction.
Although it is seen that, when using the very simple indi-
vidual classifiers shown here, the identification error rates



Figure 2. Results for the keystroke database performing gender prediction

obtained are generally rather higher than those recorded
for comparison in Table 1, when even basic multiclassifier
techniques are adopted, even the simplest (such as Vote
or Sum approaches) generate a very significant drop in
the error rate. It should be noted also that the database
we have adopted is the largest of those publicly available,
and hence represents a much better test of the processing
algorithms than many of the others for which results are
reported in the literature. Indeed, even the worst perfor-
mance returned by our chosen fusion techniques is better
than any recorded in Table 1.

It is clear that security applications could benefit
greatly from an ability automatically to recognise the in-
dividual accessing a website or software package just by
analysing the keystroke pattern generated. In current
social networking environments, of course, this scenario
would be impractical, both because it requires genuine
samples donated by each individual user, and because the
nature of the environment remains vulnerable to conceal-
ment of real identity. However, it does offer opportunities
to consider developing in the future a new operational con-
figuration which employs some form of more rigorous and
perhaps supervised or controlled enrolment.

3.2 Predicting gender from keystroke data

Another possible scenario, however, is to attempt to pre-
dict, not specific user identity, but instead some personal

characteristic which is less specific in its nature but which
nevertheless can provide information of relevance in the
application context. So called ”soft biometric” informa-
tion is an ideal example of such characteristics. Soft bio-
metrics are characteristics which are not unique to an in-
dividual but which are nevertheless directly related to in-
dividuals, with typical examples including gender, age,
handedness, and so on. As an example of how such infor-
mation might be used, and given that demographic labels
are provided for database samples, we have conducted ex-
periments which use the available samples to predict the
gender of the typer solely from the keystroke dynamics.
Figure 2 presents the gender prediction results of our ex-
periments, once again, in the form of error rates (alterna-
tively accuracy (= 100% - error rate) can be considered)
using the same individual classifiers and fusion techniques
as described in Section 3.1.

These results are extremely encouraging, and show
that, provided the choice of classifier is appropriate and
its operational configurations optimised (and the adop-
tion of multiclassifier configurations again shows particu-
lar promise in this respect) the gender of the typer can be
predicted with a high degree of accuracy. It is easy to see
how this facility might be very useful in the context of pro-
tecting individuals on social networking sites, where this
type of capability can be used to detect fraudulent claims
of gender on the part of those adopting a false identity in
order to gain the trust and confidence of the recipient. Al-



though, of course, knowing gender alone is not necessarily
a conclusive piece of evidence, it is one important piece
of information which can be tested in order to build up
a more reliable picture of the claimed profile of a system
user.

4 Further potential of this approach

We have seen how it is possible to use biometric user data
inherent in a network transaction to predict the identity of
the user (although only if a reliable and robust externally
supervised enrolment process is introduced) or, without
such a procedure, how other characteristics of the mes-
sage sender might be predicted, offering the opportunity
to obtain information of relevance in assessing the degree
of trust to place in the credentials of the message sender.
We have used gender prediction as one obvious example of
this, but it is important to emphasise that other similarly
relevant factors may also be predictable.

Individual Classifiers Err Mean±Stan Dev
MLP 6.39±2.10
Jrip 7.22±2.42
SVM 7.99±2.31

Decision Tree 9.37±2.43
KNN 9.98±2.37

Table 2. Error mean and standard deviation of some in-
dividual classifiers using the handwritten signature data
from the Biosecure database

A good example of a further user characteristic of real
potential relevance here would be the age of the sender.
While the keystroke dynamics database we have used does
not include age information in its demographic tags (and
we are not therefore able to report experiments with this
actual database), we can show that it is possible to predict
age from other biometric samples, and we include a brief
example indicative of what might be achieved. As an ex-
ample, therefore, we consider the prediction of age accord-
ing to three age bands (< 25, 25 − 60 and > 60 years)
based on the analysis of handwritten signature samples
(these representing another behavioural biometric shar-
ing some parallels with the manual operations required in
keystroke operation). Here we use the BioSecure database
(see [24]), which does report subject age, with Table 2
showing the prediction accuracy for a variety of classifier
configurations. Although not directly comparable to the
keystroke analysis, this is nevertheless a further indica-
tor of how behavioural data generated in a network-based
transaction can readily be used to reveal characteristics
of the message sender, providing further evidence of the
potential of our approach.

5 Conclusion

While the advantages of social networking systems are
readily apparent, it is well known that they also intro-

duce the potential for uncontrolled data exchange, the
creation of liaisons which rely on assumptions which may
not always turn our to be accurate, and a high degree of
trust from parties who contribute to the social transac-
tions facilitated. While much of this traffic is low risk,
there are also an increasing number of instances of ex-
ploitation and misuse which arise largely because of the
vulnerability of such systems to what is effectively identity
fraud in varying degrees. This paper has presented some
very preliminary results and analysis to promote the idea
of fundamental biometric technologies playing a signifi-
cant role in increasing the trust and confidence of users
in social networking transactions, at least from the point
of view of providing warnings about aspects of identity or
individual characteristics which are susceptible to analy-
sis on the basis of data which can be extracted from input
data generated by network users.

Although much work remains to be done if this ap-
proach is to be taken further, and while there are clearly
further barriers to overcome, the results presented here
provide considerable optimism that this type of approach
may offer some viable options to increase the extent to
which users can be protected against some of the fraud-
ulent or misleading attempts to conceal personal charac-
teristics, thereby providing a step forward in making the
social networking environment safer and more secure.
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